and visitors to the CBD area. Please tell me the Council is not again just
ignoring these issues.
2.

What noise mitigation, traffic calming and pedestrian services have been
included with this project development to offset turning a quiet residential
street into a major arterial road and ensure this does not become a high
speed environment.

3.

I find it unbelievable that local residents and landowner are not contacted
directly, and this project openly discussed with the real affected people at the
beginning of the project development. Only clubs and organisations were
contacted? While no one will disagree that this work is required and largely
this is likely the only real solution to local traffic issues, the Council needs to
address how it involved and engages with stakeholders. No one has talked
with the people that have real project involvement, own the affected
properties, live in the affected area, yet again this is a major fail!! The Social
Impact report is a complete joke, low impact during construction, low project
feedback - you have asked the questions. This report offer not real social
impact analysis. This report is more about telling the client what they want to
hear rather than addressing the real issues. Talk direct to the residents.

4.

Real consideration needs to be given how local resident and area users will
be engaged with to mitigate the construction phase of the project delivery,
realising some users will not be able to cross construction work zones, what
alternative access will be provided during this phase.

5.

How will the upgrading of the exist underground services in this area also be
included in this project’s delivery? I would hate to see the standard local Govt
project management repeated where constructed new pavements are
immediately dug up because outdated or damaged fragile infrastructure is
not replaced at the same time.

6.

We are happy to receive further information and support this project in
address and supporting the develop of this project
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